
 
 

 
 

What can I Do to practice my words? 
 
 

·  ABC order- Write all your words in alphabetical order.  Ex. 
apple, beach, friend 
 
·  Rainbow Words - Write all your words in three colors.  Ex. red, 
red, red 
 
·  Backwards Words- Write all your words forwards, then 
backwards. Ex. bread, daerb 
 
·  Silly sentences -Use all your words in 
ten sentences. Ex. The girl sailed the 
ocean in an umbrella. 
 
·  Picture words - Draw a picture and 
write all your words in the picture.  
 
·  Words without Vowels - Write all your words replacing all 
vowels with a line. Ex. blue, bl-- 
 
·  Words without Consonants - Same as above but replace 
consonants with lines. Ex. green, --ee- 
 
·  Story words - Write a short story using all your words.  
 
·  Scrambled words -Write all your words, then write them again 
with the letters mixed up. Ex. shop, phos 



·  Words-in-words – Choose eight (8) words.  Write your words 
and then write at least 2 words made from each. Ex. store: rot, 
toes 
 
·  Rhyming Words - Choose eight (8) of your spelling words.  
Write each of them in your book and come up with a rhyming 
words for each of them. Ex. store: cries, tries 
 
·  Rainbow Words – Rainbow write eight (8) of your spelling words. 
Write each word first in pencil. Then, trace over each word three 
times. Each time you trace, you must use a DIFFERENT colour.  
 
·  Adding My Words – Choose ten (10) spelling words.  Add up 
each word. *Consonants are worth 10 *Vowels are worth 5.   
Ex. said – 10+5+5+10 = 30  there – 10+10+5+10+5 = 40 
 
·  Spelling Shapes – Choose ten (10) of your spelling words. Draw 
10 DIFFERENT shapes. Then, write your spelling words inside 
each of the shapes. Ex.  
 
 
·  Pyramid Words - Write your words adding or subtracting one 
letter at a time. The result will be a pyramid shape of words.  
Ex.   r   read 
 re   rea 
 rea   re 
 read   r 
 
·  Reversed words - Write your words 
in ABC order -backwards! Ex. shop, 
pond, hide, bed 
 
 

babies cried 


